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future directions, operations, sensors, platforms and support 

Summary of yesterday/today discussions 

 

 

 

There are general and strong needs: 

 

1) Have a better visibility for gliders activity 

 

2) Show our EU group can function as a distributed architecture (www) – at the same 

level as IMOS, IOOS,… 

 

3) Have a common framework for legal issues  

 

4) Better share technical information (forum, questionnaires, reports collection…)  

 

5) Better analyze the technical data 

 

6) Better share tools/procedures used for glider setup, deployment, piloting, 

recovery, calibration. 

 

 

 



future directions, visibility 

Have a better visibility for gliders activity:  

1) Need for a common scientific objective (MFSD/cross slope exchanges? …) and 

better advertise the initiatives. 

 

2) Shame for gliders on European/global maps!!! 

 

 

How to achieve that: 

• Show/advertise a common scientific objective (improve “outreach, 

dissemination, www” and the elaboration of a joint proposal in 2-3 years) 

 

• Make publicly available at least the positions/trajectories of the gliders with 

some meta information. 

 

• Make publicly available (raw/ascii) real-time data. Different platforms/format but 

„only‟ need to setup a single EU repository (or several) and use existing scripts. 



future directions, visibility 

 

• Problem of the data ownership... There are tools for permission to be asked to 

the PI before the use of the scientific data. That could be set up through meta 

information specifications.  

• single kml/mkz format (what 

about the currents?) 



future directions, legal framework 

Only possible with a clear (global, Argo-like) data policy.  

 Build on what already exists. 

 

If data (T/S profiles) are pushed to the GTS (Coriolis,…),  

     gliders/deployments get WMO numbers.  

     http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/amp/mmop/wmo-number-rules.html (gliders!) 

 

It is then considered as any of the other „not-that-dangerous‟ platforms but 

providing great benefits to the world community through NWP. Umbrella. 

 

http://argo.jcommops.org/IOC_Resolution_XX-6.html  

The IOC  

Considering that (…)  Considering further that the Argo project shall be fully consistent with UNCLOS, 

Noting the absence of a specific international legal instrument regulating profiling floats, drifting buoys, and other similar 

objects deployed in the oceans, 

Recognizing that:    i. just as with existing surface drifting buoys, some of these new instruments may drift into waters 

under national jurisdiction, 

(…)  

Accepts the Argo project as an important contribution to the operational ocean observing system of GOOS and GCOS, 

as well as a major contribution to CLIVAR and other scientific research programmes; 

(…)  

Concludes that concerned coastal states must be informed in advance, through appropriate channels, of all 

deployments of profiling floats which might drift into waters under their jurisdiction, indicating the exact 

locations of such deployments, 

http://www.jcommops.org/FTPRoot/Argo/Doc/XLI-4.pdf (...) need for lights? 
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future directions, operations and support 

Better share technical information (forum, questionnaires, reports collection…) 

 

need incident reports to upload date-hour-unit author 2 keywords max. but more for internal use. 

read access but posting only for users. pb of the main authority pb of duplication. urgent aspect. 

public on the web. pressure on the manufacturer 

Last year (maybe 2): Technical reports to provide and made available on the web. 

use english anyway 

Deadline, piles of report 

to be organized: 1 post on a forum with report attached and 3 keywords. 

1) lab problem 

2) mission problems 

 

WG glider loss form 

WG mission end form 

WG lab trouble form Laurent, Carlos, Marc, David. 

 

2 levels of information 

answers of forms not publicly available. 

everything public. 

 

Note pour dire au gens ou uploader les reports. 

 

 

groom label 

 

 

 

 



future directions, sensors, platforms 

 

Better analyse the technical data 

 

 

High level indicators (questionnaires) 

 

Technical data must be available for GROOM studies on a large variety of 

deployments (reliable conclusions). A waste to develop a specific format and data 

flow for that (decimated scientific data?). Likely, we will have to re-do it again if 

only a limited number of variables are considered for storage. 

 

Again, the prefered solution is a Gentle(wo)man Agreement (or a MoU?) about the 

exploitation of the data.  

 

Better define best practise. Final products are comparable. 

 

Goal would also be to „publish‟ a paper on our glider database (hamornization, QC, 

studies,…) 

 

 



future directions, operations and support 

 

 

 

 

 

Better share tools/procedures used for 

  glider setup, deployment, piloting, recovery, calibration. 

 

Setup: mission planning (satellite/model data) – configuration, sampling plans, 

risks/costs (time spent at surface), AIS 

 

Deployment: from large vessels/rough conditions. There are already some tools 

that have been developed. 

 

Recovery: from large vessels/rough conditions.  

a BUGS system providing directions/maps to the ship (including information sent 

from land and radiowave devices) is needed for recovery by third parties 

(emergencies). Integrated iridium phone and/or ship mail system ? 

 



future directions, operations and support 

 

 

 

 

 

Piloting: daily ops vs night coverage  

• unattended, real on alert, regular control  

• Log of all interventions 

 

Communications:  

•need for backup land stations (basestation/dockserver/groundstation) shared 

by EU partners? (pain to setup and has to be delocalized for safety) 

•Why not primary ones?  

•recover NRT files that were not correctly transmitted... or not. 

 

Processing/calibration, visualization, operationnal routines: 

• path planning 

• visualization scripts 

• matlab toolbox - Sunke Schmidt in 3 weeks. ask the time stamps for the 

measurements. 30% reduction for lifetime. different processors for seagliders. 

• igloo 

• bugs 

• www 

• matlab scripts etc… 

 

We need for at least a common repository for scripts. 



future directions, www visibility 

 

www.ego-network.org  international user group started in 2005 (EGO-0, Palma), 

    includes EU, USA, Canada, South Africa, Australia,… 

 

 

www.ego-cost.eu   3-year networking project EU and international 

 

www.groom-fp7.eu  3-year EU design study  

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

www.jerico-fp7.eu  4-year EU RI project 

 

www.xyz.eu/abcr/.../org  different eu/national science/outreach projects with gliders  

 

(…) 
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Since 2012-04-23, 

every visitor leaves an 

eternal dot on the 

globe 

 

685 visits in 1 month 

Recent visitors 

are tagged by 

the labels 

showing flag, 

city and state  

























































GES with repeat-sections -> variability 

around the mean climatogoly? In each 

EEZ? 

Error bar on the permanent alteration of 

hydrographic conditions. 

 

 

Glider european data base -> science 

(above and other) and technology 

(discharge curve, better define best 

practise) -> papers 

 

So many details. Too bad to realize 

afterwards we were wrong. 








